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Economical Cartridge 
Circulator (Grundfos UP 15) 
mounted 5’ below min water 
level for proper operation
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    circuit Ejection circuit: Increased volume introduced by 

suction circuit adds pressure here to eject fluid in 
excess of the constant volume of the recirculating 
fluid circuit

Water only

Air, water, steam

Separation zone

Circulator is energized via temperature
switch on a nearby steam riser unreliant
on the lift/pumping station’s operation.

Circulator ceases operation when riser
cools.  The circulator is unharmed by 
continuous operation as water will merely
circulate in an endless loop. In the 
absence of condensate or flash steam it 
will pull air thru the eductor and eject it 
into the return system.  The area below 
the eductor remains flooded under all 
circumstances.

Eductor is not harmed by presence of 
flash steam or trap leakage.

Adequate water column above circulator  
required to provide  minimum static head  
cartridge circulators need for cavitation-
free operation, unlike true low NPSH 
condensate pumps.
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Basic Eductor Concept

      Experimental Eductor condensate pumping/ lift station
                        using economical components
           (as installed at 78th Street Studios, NE supply)
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Steam risers to radiator run-outs
               (440 EDR served)

Line checked  
to  prevent 
parasitic 
recirculation of 
condensate  
back into steam  
main
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Pressure differential
between points “a” and
“b” is roughly the same
as between points “c”
and “d”
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3/8” o.d.
Venturi

(tail end of 80’ otherwise 
       undripped runout)


